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Galaxy Gaming is the world’s leading licensor 
of proprietary casino table games to the online 
gaming world. 

Our broad distribution in both land-based and 
online casinos has built up a significant player 
following across the world, ensuring a strong 
performance and significant returns to operators 
across the continents.

OVER 1.2 BILLION WAGERS HAVE BEEN 
PLACED ON GALAXY IGAMES THIS YEAR.

OVER 750,000 PLAYERS PLAY GALAXY 
IGAMING CONTENT EVERY MONTH.

ABOUT US
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21+3™
The World’s #1 Side Bet! Adds three-card 
Poker to the base game of Blackjack.
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    BLACK JACK

PERFECT PAIRS™
Hugely popular game, based on standard 
Blackjack but providing the Player the 
opportunity to win bonus money by placing a 
‘Perfect Pairs’ side bet.

LUCKY LADIES™
Lucky Ladies is recognized as one of the most 

popular Blackjack side bets in the world.

LUCKY LUCKY™
Considered the ultimate side bet this is a 

popular game, with simplicity of play and 
high-level payout opportunities. This game is 

featured on 700 + live tables in North America.

https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/21-3
https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/perfect-pairs-blackjack
https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/lucky-ladies
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SUIT ‘EM UP BLACKJACK™
Based on traditional Blackjack but with a 
fun, optional bonus bet that offers rewards 
to the player when their first two cards are 
of the same suit.

BUSTER BLACKJACK™
Buster Blackjack is regular Blackjack game 

featuring a side bet that allows the Player to bet 
that the dealer will bust. The more cards in the 

dealer’s busted hand, the higher the payoff is.

TOP 3™
TOP 3 is a side bet that utilizes the player’s first 

two cards combined with the dealer’s up card.

TRIPLE LUCK™
Players triple their luck with three ways to 
win: when the three-card hand equals 19, 
20, or 21! And the wins don’t end there. 
When players get a specific type of 21, the 
payouts get even higher, up to 200 to 1!

https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/top-3
https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/triple-luck
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HIGH CARD FLUSH™
High Card Flush is a suits based game 

where the objective is to obtain multiple 
cards in the same suit (Flush).

CARIBBEAN STUD™
Caribbean Stud™ is a thrilling poker-style 
game that features head-to-head play against 
the dealer and an optional jackpot wager.

TEXAS HOLD’EM BONUS™
One of the most popular versions of Texas 
Hold’em, played against the Dealer and 
providing the additional option of an 
exciting side bet.

HEADS UP HOLD’EM™
Extremely popular, Heads-Up Hold’em is 
a Texas Hold’em variant designed for all 

table game pits.
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https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/heads-up-holdem
https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/high-card-flush-poker


    poker    POKER

3 CARD HOLD’EM™
A variation of Three Card Poker and Texas 
Hold’em Poker where both the Player and Dealer 
aim to make the highest possible 3 card hand 
from 3 community cards and 2 hole cards.

TRIPLE ACTION HOLD’EM™
A fantastic game derived from Texas Hold ‘Em 
Poker, designed to create added excitement by 
using just the top 28 cards in the deck. There are 
also two optional side bets.

DAREDEVIL POKER™
Distinctive from other poker games, 
Daredevil gives players the opportunity to 
decide how many cards they want to play 
against the dealer. Players are rewarded for 
their more daring decisions. 
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https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/daredevil-poker


RISING PHOENIX BACCARAT™
Along with standard Baccarat wagers, Rising 
Phoenix offers the side wagers Sun 7, wins if the 
Banker hand is a winning 3-card 7, and Moon 8, wins 
if the Player hand is a winning 3-card 8.

MYSTIC BACCARAT™
Mystic Baccarat contains a set of 5 optional wagers 
that win based on the specific event or outcome: 
Sun 7, Moon 8, Supreme 7, Divine 9, and Eclipse.

PERFECT PAIRS™
The popular blackjack side wager now available on 
baccarat. If the first two cards dealt to the selected 
hand are a pair, the wager wins! If both hands are a 
pair, then both Perfect Pairs wagers win!
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https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/mystic-baccarat
https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/rising-phoenix
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CRAPSCRAPS

BONUS CRAPS™
Bonus Craps adds three new side bets that win 
big based on the numbers rolled

https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/bonus-craps
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ROULETTEROULETTE

DOUBLE BALL ROULETTE™
Double Ball Roulette offers an exciting 
variation to the traditional game of roulette 
using two balls to deliver two winning numbers 
from a single spin.

ROULETTE UP™
Players wager that the numbers spun will be in an 
increasing sequence. The wagers are paid based 
on the streak length once the streak ends.

https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/roulette-up
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21+3 PROGRESSIVE™
Using the player’s first 2 cards and the 
dealer’s up-card, the player forms a 3-card 
that pays on most poker hands. If the hand is 
a specific Three-of-a-Kind, the jackpot wins!

LUCKY LADIES PROGRESSIVE ™
Taking the popular side bet to the next level, Lucky 
Ladies Progressive pays if the player’s first two cards 
are a 20. The jackpot wins for a Queen of hearts pair 
with a dealer blackjack!

PERFECT PAIRS PROGRESSIVE™
With Perfect Pairs Progressive, every pair wins! 
The winning starts when the player’s first 2 cards 
are a Mixed Pair and only go up from there. The 
pays increase with a Colored Pair, a Perfect Pair, 
or a Perfect Pair of a specific rank.
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HARMONY PROGRESSIVE™
Every tie wins and pays increase with the specific 

tie scenario. If both hands form a six-of-a-kind, 
the jackpot wins!  Available for all Galaxy Baccarat 

products or standard Baccarat.

    poker    BACCARAT PROGRESS IVE

ROULETTE UP PROGRESSIVE™
Players wager that the numbers spun will be in an 

increasing sequence. The wagers are paid based on 
the streak length once the streak ends.  The jackpot 

wins for a streak of 8. 
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https://www.galaxygaming.com/products/harmony-progressive


GET IN TOUCH

Chris ReynoldsChris Reynolds
Head of iGaming
creynolds@galaxygaming.com

Jason McCullochJason McCulloch
Director of iGaming and Performance
jmcculloch@galaxygaming.com
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World Headquarters • Las Vegas
www.galaxygaming.com

+1 (702) 939-3254
info@galaxygaming.com




